PROGRESS REPORT OF THE WORK DONE DURING THE PERIOD

_____________ to __________

1. Name of the Research Student with Qualification :

2. Registration No. of the Candidate:

3. Title of the Research Work: SHOULD BE IN "TITLE CASE" [All words should begin with upper case (capital letter) except the words like "the" "and" "of" etc., which appear in between the words].

4. Name & Designation of the Guide:

5. Progress report is for the period:

6. Original aims and objectives of the Proposal. :
(Please indicate the Variations, if any, during the progress of the project). [Annexure I]

7. A Brief Summary of the work carried out so far, with emphasis on work carried during the above said period: [Annexure II]

a) Aims and objectives:

b) Literature survey (should not be just a list of references but to be given as a text relevant to the work undertaken. References made are to be numbered serially (within brackets [ ]) in the text and these references cited in the text shall be listed serially at the end of the text as they appear in the text first in Vancouver style e.g. Authors name and initials, Title of the article, Title of the Journal, Year of Publication, Volume No., Pages from ... to ... .)

c) Materials and methods: (should be explicit as far as method followed or going to be followed)

d) Observations: (should be given in the form of results-tabular or graphical or figures or numbers)

e) Conclusions on major results achieved:

f) Scientific relevance and impact of the results:
8. Program of work for next term:

a) Work of the previous term that still remains to be completed as per schedule.

b) Program of work that will be undertaken during the next term. [Annexure IV]

9. List of research publications and papers (if any) based on work done so far on the Ph.D project during the period: [Annexure V]

10. List of Seminars & Symposia attended (if any) [Annexure VI] (Strictly should be of relevance to the Ph. D work)

11. Any other relevant information/remarks: [Annexure VII]

Place:
Dated: 

Signature of Research Student

The information furnished above (as well as in the annexure) by the Research Student are correct.

Signature of the Guide

Signature of the Co-guide

Forwarded by:

Head of the Institution
(of the Student's work place)